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Abstract— In order to create or modify workflow model which is 

validated, it is good to support real-time trace and debug for 

data-intensive workflow model design tool. And, if it is possible 

to change variables of workflow instance, when workflow model 

trace or debug, it is very useful. So, we propose dynamic 

variables exchange method, and attempt to exchange variables 

on a data-intensive workflow modelling tool with visual 

approach. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, workflow management concept was business 

process automation and control[1]. Nowadays, workflow 

concept and application are going to diffuse not only business 

process but also several area like data-intensive workflow[2, 

3]. Data-intensive workflow execute workflow model with 

system and data resources, so it is more important make 

workflow model robust, because it is hard find incorrect 

working by human in running. 

In this paper, we discuss how to create or modify data-

intensive workflow model robust and validated. Particularly 

we focus on real-time workflow tracing/debugging of data-

intensive workflow with variables exchange method.  

II. WORKFLOW REAL-TIME TRACING 

 [4] described a real-time method about data-intensive 

workflow model with visual approach. Generally, data-

intensive workflow model is defined without human resources, 

therefore, workflow model is consist of activities are defined 

each properties not use human resources, but system or data 

resources.

  
Figure 1.  Part of Data-intensive Workflow Model and Activity Property 

Figure 1 show a part of data-intensive workflow model and 

each activity’s property. 

Workflow real-time tracing method is similar to program 

debugging. Data-intensive workflow models executed by the 

start message that is triggering message of workflow 

application. The message is start sign of workflow model, 

which make workflow instance. 

Functions workflow tracing/debugging that are consist start, 

stop, break, step-over and continue. Each function describes 

like below: 

 

 Start: Starting real-time workflow tracing with a 

triggering message. 

 Stop: Stopping real-time workflow tracing. 

 Break: Stop at break point for check current state of the 

workflow instance. 

 Step-over: Moving the next step from current step. 

 Continue: Moving the next break point from current step. 

 

 
Figure 2.  A Workflow Realtime Tracing Method 
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Workflow models are executed step by step (activity by 

activity), express each variables of workflow instance. 

Figure 2 workflow execution step by step, workflow 

variables at current state. 

III.  A DYNAMIC EXCHANGE METHOD  

FOR DATA-INTENSIVE WORKFLOW 

When workflow model executed, workflow instance is 

created, and has variables according to the workflow 

application trigging message. The message is start sign and 

could control workflow instance.  

Figure 3 show an example of workflow application trigging 

message that has variables for workflow control. And figure 4 

show variables of the started workflow instance by the 

message. We can see to check through the variable 

‘OPERATION_ID’. 

 
Figure 3.  An example of workflow application trigging message 

 

 
Figure 4.  Variables of Data-intensive Workflow Instance 

Our basic approach of workflow variable exchange is data 

sharing.  

Workflow engine and workflow runtime tracing tool use 

file set that files like bellows: 

 

 Model information: Workflow model that could be 

defined by modeling tools and executed by workflow 

engines. 

 Application trigging message: Triggering message that 

could execute defined workflow model as workflow 

application. 

 Workflow runtime control data: Control data has break 

point and current state information. If control data 

changed by workflow runtime tracing tool, workflow 

engine should be observed. 

 Workflow instance variables: workflow instance variables 

are created and modified by workflow engine that 

workflow execute step by step. Therefore, workflow 

runtime tracing tool observe the file during workflow 

running time. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Files for Workflow Runtime Tracing 

 

.  

Figure 6.  A Variables Exchange of Workflow Runtime 
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A workflow engine and a workflow runtime tracing tool 

communicate via shared workflow files. In particular, there 

are meaningful ‘workflow instance variables’ file is changed 

by the workflow engine step by step, the information always 

observed by the workflow runtime tracing tool. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

So far, this paper has variables exchange method and its 

implementation on workflow real-time tracing for data-

intensive workflow with visual approach. 

Based upon this proposed method, we are create or modify 

data-intensive workflow more robust and verified. We so 

believe that this work might be one of contributions for 

advancing the data-intensive workflow technology. 

In future work, we will have attempt more advancing and 

improving functions of data-intensive workflow. 
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